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Cincinnati Railroad Club News
June 7, 2018
By Randy Krumm

PROGRAMS AT FUTURE MEETINGS
July 5th

A trip over the C&O, from Cattletsburg to Cincinnati, by Postcard Images - Charles Bogart

August 2nd

Cincinnati Railroading Through the Years - Jim Corbett

Sept. 6th

Sioux Lookout or Bust: Riding the Canadian - Jeff Hirsh

TRIPS & EVENTS
August 11th

Summerail at the Palace Theater in Marion, Ohio. Check out www.summerail.com for
all the information you need to plan your visit.

October

Midland Flyer all-day train trip operated by Ohio Rail Experience (same organization as the
LM&M Railroad), tentatively from Madeira to Loveland, Washington Courthouse & return. The
details of this excursion are still being worked out by ORE, so information is not available and
tickets are not yet on sale. We will send an email message when advised that information is on
their website and tickets are on sale. Members will then need to purchase their own ticket
directly from Ohio Rail Experience.

Headlight & Markers - DELIVERY OPTIONS for 2018
* Effective with THIS ISSUE, only those members who opted to pay the additional $12 when renewing their
membership will receive the paper version via U.S. mail.

MEMBER UPDATES
* Keary Henkener has resigned from the CRRC Board; we thank him for his service
* Jim Corbett was appointed by the Board to serve for the remainder of Keary’s term

If you are not receiving email messages from the Club, please send a message to cincinnatirrclub@gmail.com.
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News From The President
By Mike Weber
To the Cincinnati Railroad Club Board and Membership
Based on the 18 page lease proposal and this confirmation from Jill I think our club will be moving on to a
search committee for a new home. This is not my decision. It is up to the board. We obviously (right?) can't
spend this type rent, or endure a cpi increase, etc., etc.
I joined the club when we rented a room in Union Terminal once a month. Then room M-5-C, N-116, Tower A, Ryerson Steel , Tower A again. The club always endured due to some timely leadership and a core
group of believers and workers. Harmony Lodge has shown me the club is strong. Thanks to those who made
it happen. It is still basically a group of people with a common interest that makes the club endure.
I will miss Tower A. Mostly speaking with the visitors. Showing kids the trains. Meeting people from
around the planet. I don't know how the Museum Center will do it!! On the other hand it was our money and
time spent for the good of the Museum Center. It would only get more difficult for CRRC to staff the Tower.
We are aging out. What will the club look like in 10 years? Don't know. Maybe 200 rail fans. Maybe 60. But
there is no reason we can't have a home and be financially solvent.
These are just my early morning thoughts. We meet tonight. Thanks to all who worked, argued, persuaded,
and thought about this issue for the past 18 months.
ps. Looking at houses in Northwest next month. I love Cincinnati, but kids out there. When I need somebody to see if I took a bath in the past month it will be them, not CRRC. This is not an urgent move for me,
and I hope to have a cardboard box home somewhere here in Cincinnati, also.
************************************************************************************************

Chessie #4552 leads a string of automobile carriers south bound at New River, Ohio in 1990.
Photo by Chris Clock
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The Cincinnati Railroad Club Rides The Cincinnati Dinner Train
By Jack Clock
On Saturday May 19, 2018 the Cincinnati Railroad Club took a step back in
time. They revisited the 1940’s when they rode the Dinner Train. The club rode
in the New York Central Dining Car #447. It was ordered by NYC and delivered
to the railroad in November of 1947. It was one of the first cars acquired by the
dinner train. There were also three additional dining cars that evening, along
with a lounge car and a kitchen car. The power was provided by locomotive
#902, a GP-30, originally built for the Nickel Plate Road.
The day of the trip was wet and very rainy. People boarding early were caught in
the rain. By 5:30pm the rain stopped, the sun came out, and everyone had a wonderful time. The railroad club
had 36 members and guests, which pretty much filled up car #447.
Appetizers were provided for each passenger when they boarded the train. It departed promptly at 6:00pm
and shortly after that the salads were served. That was followed by the main course, around 7:00pm, which
included either prime rib or salmon.
The train was boarded in Bond Hill in the rear parking lot of Green Sales. After beginning the trip they had
to do a backup maneuver to get to the I-71 overpass before proceeding east. At milepost 8.41 they traveled under Erie Avenue in Hyde Park. The underpass was loaded with graffiti, but some of it really looked good.
Shortly after that they passed the location of the former Ford transmission plant on Redbank Road, which is
now a strip shopping center. This was Ford’s first automatic transmission plant built in the late 40s. The original Ford-O-Matic 2 speed transmission was assembled at this location. It was on the very first automobile that
I ever owned, which was a 1951 Ford sedan. 1951 was the first year that Ford made this transmission. This
area of Cincinnati where Ford was located is known as Fairfax.
Shortly after that they passed through the suburb of Linwood traveling underneath Beechmont Avenue.
From there they entered Undercliff Yard, built in 1907 and operated through the late 1960’s. It is now used as
a storage track for the I&O. Shortly after that they passed the Lunken Airport. This airport was built in the late
1920’s and served as Cincinnati first commercial airport. It still operates today as a very active regional airport.
Once downtown, the train paused at the new Theodore M. Berry Park. This park was named after the former Cincinnati mayor. While paused, the crew prepared for the return trip. Because there was no way to turn
the dinner train around, it was pushed on the way to downtown Cincinnati, and pulled on the way back to its
starting point.
As mentioned in the beginning, this was a look back at the 1940s. Entertainment was provided by the
Queen City Sisters. The sisters had a very close resemblance to the Andrew Sisters and they sang many of
their songs. They were very good and they sang 3 part harmony without any accompaniment. They entertained
in each dining car on the way to Cincinnati, and in the lounge car on the way back.
Near the beginning of the trip, Brian Collins, one of the owners of the dinner train greeted all on board. He
then asked who could name the three Andrew Sisters. Most of the older folks on the train could name at least
one of them. Can you name them? At the end of the trip he thanked everyone for riding his dinner train.
As people got off the train there were many favorable comments. One woman, on the NYC car with the
Railroad Club, was riding the dinner train for the sixth time. They must be doing something right. It seems that
a good time was had by all that evening!
For additional information on the Dinner Train please go to: www.cincinnatirailway.com/dinnertrain/
(Continued on Page 5)
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(CRRC Rides the Dinner Train, Continued from Page 4)

Dinner Train traveling under
I-71 on the way to it’s destination. The car in the middle is
the Milwaukee Road #201. It
was build by the American
Car & Foundry for the Louisville & Nashville Railroad in
1947.

Rear of Dinner Train with
crewman communicating with
engineer by handset. The train
is currently at a location near
Tusculem in the east end of
Cincinnati.

New York Central Dining Car
#447 ridden by the CRRC. It
was delivered to NYC in 1947.
This is the most historic car in
the total collection. It was actually built for NYC as a dining car.

(Continued on Page 6)
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(CRRC Rides the Dinner Train, Continued from Page 5)

Queen City Sisters entertaining inside the lounge car.

President Mike Weber addresses the group.

Ruth and Jack Haap contemplate what is coming.
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Inside of the NYC Dinner Car.

Mrs. Mary Pat Michaels smiles for the camera.

Elaine and Jack Clock conversing with Al Ringshausers.
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It's Time For This Clock To Return Home To Union Terminal
By Ann Thompson
Workers remove this historic
clock from the Town Center garage that has been there since the
early 1970s.
A clock that was housed under
a bubble in the Town Center parking garage at 1223 Central Parkway (home to CET and WVXU)
will soon return home to Union
Terminal. Workers removed it
Thursday morning.
Some people have walked past
this clock hundreds of times without knowing anything about it.
But the 5-foot diameter clock has
a rich history, according to the
Cincinnati Museum Center's Nick
Massa, content production specialist. "In the 1970s when they tore down the train concourse, the city brought it here (to the parking garage
under CET) to preserve it," Massa explains. "With the restoration of the building, we thought it was a good
time to bring it back home."
It took three workers to lift the clock out of its current housing. At times it was awkward. Its next stop?
Home to the Museum Center.
"The train concourse was about 450 feet long and some people might remember there was a big mosaic of
the United States at the back," Massa says. "Mounted on the wall above it was this clock and it was so passengers coming through this station would know what time it was so they weren't late for their train."
Once the clock is in the Museum Center's hands, it plans to assess the clock's condition and come up with a
plan on where it will be displayed.

Cincinnati Museum Center—Brief Update
With six months to go Union Terminal is readying for the return of guests over the summer. The Duke Energy Children’s Museum reopened this month after extensive work on the steel structures of the mezzanine
level was completed. In the Westheimer Changing Exhibition Galleries, new lighting, flooring sprinkler systems and IT upgrades are on track to wrap up this month, paving the way for the opening of three new special
exhibitions over the summer.

Happy Anniversary Father Dale Peterka
Father Dale celebrated his 50th anniversary as a priest on May 27, 2018. Father Dale is chaplain at Jewish
Hospital and a former president and board member of CRRC. He joined the club in 1980 and has been an active member ever since. He remembers M5c, Gibson Yungblut, Tim Lucas and even Bob Zoellner! When you
see Father Dale please congratulate him. Better yet send him an email at ohiopeterka@gmail.com.
May 2018
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Railfan’s Diary
Moonlighting on the Canadian — Part Two
or
Domes, Sweet Domes (Four of Em!)
By Jim Mixter
Part one of this article appeared in the April 2018 issue of H&M

Dining car “Louise”

A gourmet salmon salad

“Prince Albert Park” at Edmonton

Moonlighters enjoying a meal

Skyline coffee shop dome serves economy meals

Ed Ellis leading a sing-along

(Continued on page 9)
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(Moonlighting on the Canadian...Continued from Page 8)
The landscape we passed through was significantly different each day. The first day had been mountains, and the
second would be plains--a few woods, rivers, and lakes but mostly seemingly endless farmland, with the grain elevators
of small towns punctuating our route. In the morning, we passed some snowy moonscapes—low treeless hills. When
bushes or trees did appear, overnight mist and low early clouds had left them glazed with ice, shimmering in early sunlight. Our major stop during Day 2 was after breakfast at Saskatoon, and here the train was watered, this being especially needed by “Drummond Manor”, as our car had lost its water overnight due to a faulty valve. A full-time mechanic
rides the Canadian, and he was a busy fellow throughout the trip. He knew just what to do for the various problems
which routinely pop up in 60+ year old equipment; he fixed what ailed our car before it was watered. It is amazing that
VIA has owned this equipment about 50% longer than the CP did! Also in Saskatoon, Lolly and I sought to replicate a
photo taken of us on our honeymoon next to the Canadian’s observation, but the sun was on the wrong side; we hoped to
get another chance later in the trip. We left Saskatoon an hour and fifteen minutes late, but we hoped good CN dispatching would make up this deficit, which it did within a few hours.

Mountain viewing on Day 1

Plains moonscape early on Day 2

As we left, I remembered that when we had stopped in Saskatoon westbound in 1974 on CN’s Super Continental, our
train was met by three connecting Budd RDC-equipped locals; none of these operate today. Freight traffic continued to
be heavy, and our ride was fast with some rough spots. The most significant wildlife spotted was a large herd of bison.
To break up a bit of possible monotony during our two mountain-free days, Bill invites Moonlighters to give afternoon presentations in one of the Skyline cars downstairs table areas. After lunch I hiked forward (through eight sleepers
and the other dining car) to hear a very thought-provoking (and controversial) talk by a Moonlighting consultant about
the future of railroading and a slide show by another Moonlighter of his recent rail travels in Peru.
In the early evening we watched a beautiful golden sunset behind us while the full moon rose ahead of us on the left.
What a time to be upstairs in a Budd dome, watching the signals change as our fathers’ 22-car magic carpet made of
stainless steel whisked us eastward at 79 MPH! Then came another tasty dinner. Service crews on the Canadian

Sunset on stainless steel
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Watching moonrise and signals changing

(Continued on Page 10)
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(Moonlighting on the Canadian...Continued from Page 9)
change at Winnipeg; Bill had recommended tipping the dining and sleeper staff before Winnipeg and the second staff into
Toronto. We arrived early into Winnipeg, where the train was again split for servicing, and one of our three engines was
removed. Night photos in the station worked well. After departure, Ed Ellis held forth again with his guitar in the rear section of “Prince Albert Park.” East of Winnipeg, freight traffic and tonnage are half of what they are to the west—a great
deal of what travels west of Winnipeg is to/from the United States, which explains why both CN (IC and Wisconsin Central) and CP (Soo) have made U.S. acquisitions to ensure they get their share of this tonnage. Our third night ride was
smoother, and freights much less frequent. But our timekeeping remained excellent.
Day 3 was spent traveling across “The Shield,” a section of Canada that is sparsely populated and features rolling terrain
of forest and lakes. The lakes were all frozen and snow-covered. There are twelve flag stops between Sioux Lookout at
dawn and Hornepayne in the midafternoon, and we only stopped at several. A siding located at “Isis” drew a few comments from dome riders wondering if we should report this location to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Around
10:00AM, I conducted a passenger train trivia contest for about 20 Moonlighters in the forward table area of one of “our”
Skyline cars, with 25 questions designed to stump even hard-core varnish buffs, many pulled from a 1955 Official Guide. I
couldn’t stump Andrew Fox, of Anacostia & Pacific Holdings, however. He not only got 24 of my 25 multiple choice
questions correct, on the twenty fifth, when I indicated that the number of trains crossing the U.S./Canadian border daily in
1955 was 21 and named them, he pointed out that there were actually four more, and he correctly named the ones I had
overlooked! (Can any readers name the 25?)
At Hornepayne, Lolly and I recreated the honeymoon picture of us next to the “Park” dome lounge observation car.
While she and I of course looked the same as we did nearly 44 years ago, the conversion of “Prince Albert Park” to VIA
and Prestige Class had changed its red stripe to black (which differentiates Prestige Class cars from blue-striped

Recreating a honeymoon image at Hornepayne

Newlyweds in 1974 at Lake Louise

I hiked forward to photograph the head end of the train—a one-way trip of more than one third of a mile! Once there, I
climbed a small mountain of piled-up snow for high angle images of our two diesels with Moonlighters milling around as
you would expect to see at the head end of a steam excursion. Soon it was time to reboard, and we

Moonlighters stretching their legs at Hornepayne
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(Moonlighting on the Canadian...Continued from Page 10)
were urged to board the train up front, so the train could depart promptly. In moving through the first Skyline car, however, one of our party fell while negotiating the area beneath the dome, receiving a nasty gash in her forehead. VIA staff
rushed to her aid, and an ambulance promptly conveyed her to a nearby hospital. Since the next train east would be three
days later, it made sense for us to wait for her, and she was stitched, bandaged, and returned in less than an hour’s time.
Continued good dispatching had us back on time within a few hours.
The domes were the scene of cocktail hour wine tasting sessions, during which we enjoyed four Canadian wines
whose bottles were concealed in brown paper bags and we were tasked with identifying the wine type. Our cheery VIA
staff member said she normally is laid off for the winter season but had been called off the extra board for our trip. Both
of our extra Skyline cars were staffed to provide beverage service, though we had expected unstaffed cars. We were
treated to a final sunset and moonrise upstairs under glass. Before the trip, I had wondered about the sanity of the 13
round-trip Moonlighters who would be on the train for eight consecutive nights; now, I was feeling a tinge of jealousy….
A little bit more about our train’s equipment. The Budd stainless-steel equipment Canadian Pacific purchased in the
mid-1950’s was for more than just its flagship Canadian. 18 full trainsets were purchased for the Canadian and its transcontinental companion “The Dominion.” Both trains had Montreal and Toronto sections with dining cars, Skyline
domes, and “Park” dome-observations, and the Dominion had through sleeping cars via Soo Line into the United States.
After the Dominion was discontinued, its equipment was used on various trains, such as a deluxe CP Montreal-Toronto
train and the Montreal-St. John “Atlantic Limited.” The vast majority of this equipment has survived and been upgraded
to head-end power in VIA service, and it is used on all long-haul VIA trains except the Montreal-Halifax “Ocean,” which
uses European equipment built for the never-operated overnight London-Paris “Night Star.” Of the 18 of each built, 13
dining cars, 16 Skyline dome coffee shop cars, and 14 Park sleeper dome lounge observation cars remain on the VIA roster. The Skyline cars each have a galley below the dome and were designed to serve economy meals at tables in front
and rear areas on the main level. The observation cars are essentially twins of those built for the “California Zephyr;”
interestingly, VIA purchased a CZ observation from the Western Pacific, but it was never rebuilt and now is back in the
States in private hands. Two types of Budd sleeping cars were purchased by CP. Of the 42 “Manor” series cars with 5
double bedrooms, 1 compartment, 4 roomettes, and 4 sections, 40 are currently on VIA’s roster—and nearly one-third of
them were on our train!! All 29 of the “Chateau” series, with 8 duplex roomettes, 1 drawing room, 3 double bedrooms,
and 4 sections are in VIA service but see less service on the Canadian because they have fewer double bedrooms, which
are most popular on the flagship train. A number of these cars have been converted to all-room Prestige sleepers with
just six “cabins” with oversized windows, mini-refrigerators, showers, and queen-size beds. In all of the standard sleeping cars, VIA has converted one of the four sections to a shower room, a necessity for a multi-night trip!

Just six big windows and six big cabins in “Prestige Class”

Only coach on our train—deluxe but few passengers

Fares vary widely on the Canadian; the highest are in summer, but off-season is not cheap, either. For our trip, the
fare for the sparsely populated single coach was just under $600 (U.S.) for a senior. Senior fares for sleeping space
(including all meals) were around $800 for an upper berth, just under $1000 for a lower, and $1250 for a roomette

(Continued on Page 12)
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(Moonlighting on the Canadian...Continued from Page 11)

Only open sections in North America--by day………..and behind curtains by night
(times two for two in a double bedroom, times three for two people in two bedrooms en suite, which several Moonlighter
couples opted for.) A Prestige Class cabin for two, with unlimited alcoholic beverages, was…wait for it…nearly
$6500!! I did the math and found that fares for a sold-out standard sleeper would total a bit under $26,000; selling all six
Prestige cabins would yield $36,000, both less any travel agent commission. I wonder how Prestige is selling and how
VIA views its experiment with “luxury cruise” accommodations. On our train, of the six in Chateau Denonville and two
in Prince Albert Park, only a few of the Prestige cabins were occupied.
Our final dinner aboard was another good one, followed by another Ed Ellis sing-along, which of course featured
“The City of New Orleans,” and during the course of the session, he handed me his guitar for three numbers. After bedtime, the train paused in Capreol, east of which the CN transcontinental passenger trains ran in Montreal (via Ottawa)
and Toronto sections; the competing CP route had similar routes east of Sudbury. Today, both the CN and CP trackage
eastward toward Montreal out of these two towns has been abandoned as far as Ottawa.
Our final breakfast and brief morning dome ride into Toronto passed all too quickly; I found myself wishing that we
were running late so we could enjoy a longer ride. We savored a few final minutes upstairs as our big silver domeliner
snaked through Toronto suburbs, past GO Transit commuter facilities and trains which were idle on this Saturday morning. As we pulled into Toronto Union Station 45 minutes early, it became clear that the more than $500 Lolly and I had
spent to deal with a possibly very late Canadian had been flushed valueless down the drain by Canadian National’s unexpected but outstanding dispatching! More than once during our trip, puzzled VIA staff members had wondered about
this, asking us, “Who are you people, anyway? We almost never run on time!!” Lolly and I joined several Moonlighters
heading straight for the new airport train to stand by for the next available flight home. After a few hours relaxing in the
Air Canada first class lounge (due to my “1 Million Miler” Gold status on United), we managed to snag the last two
coach seats to Washington on the 3:00PM flight that we had originally booked.
We’d had a great trip, enjoying a classic North American streamliner experience available nowhere else at regular
fares and on a regular schedule, reliving old memories while making new, and renewing acquaintances while making
new. VIA’s Canadian is available year-round; “Moonlighting” adds another dimension to its uniqueness--if you want to
be notified regarding 2019, I can get you put on Bill Schaefer’s email list.
Eds: We thank Jim for once again providing us with an excellent article, with lots of good photos. If you missed
part one of this article, it was published in the April 2018 issue of Headlight & Markers.
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GE Update —What Is Happening With GE
By Jack Clock

GE to merge transportation unit with Wabtec in 11.1 billion deal
May 21 (Reuters) - General Electric Co ( GE) announced a $11.1 billion deal on Monday to merge its transportation
business with U.S. rail equipment manufacturer Wabtec Corp (WAB), with GE and its shareholders owning just over half
of the combined business.
The deal, first reported by Reuters on Sunday, is the biggest to be inked thus far by GE Chief Executive John Flannery
since he announced a major overhaul of the U.S. industrial conglomerate late last year. The transaction values the GE
transportation business, which makes train engines, at $11.1 billion. GE will receive a $2.9 billion up-front payment in
cash and a 9.9-percent stake in the combined company, with GE shareholders awarded 40.2 percent and existing Wabtec
( WAB) shareholders owning 49.9 percent.
The deal is tax-free for GE and Wabtec shareholders because it is structured as a so-called Reverse Morris Trust, with
GE spinning off the transportation unit and simultaneously merging it with Wabtec The $11.1 billion deal value includes
a $1.1 billion net tax benefit accruing to the combined company, GE and Wabtec said.
The equity value of the company combining Wabtec and GE's transportation business will be more than $20 billion.
The deal caps a review of the transportation division by GE dating back to last year after a string of setbacks for the 126year-old company. But it also follows years of on-and-off talks between Wabtec and the GE unit about combining, Chief
Executive Raymond Betler told Reuters in an interview. "We’ve always been quite interested. There has been a relationship between (us) that goes back decades," he said. "For a whole host of reasons, the stars kind of lined up this time, and it
presented an opportunity for us to actually get it done."
Betler will remain president and CEO of the merged company while its chairman, Albert Neupaver, has been reappointed executive chairman. GE Transportation Chief Executive Rafael Santana will become president and CEO of
Wabtec's freight segment.
The transaction is expected to close in early 2019. The deal is tax-free for GE and Wabtec shareholders because it is
structured as a so-called Reverse Morris Trust, with GE spinning off the transportation unit and simultaneously merging it
with Wabtec. The $11.1 billion deal value includes a $1.1 billion net tax benefit accruing to the combined company, GE
and Wabtec said.
GE's transportation business, which generated revenue of $3.9 billion last year, is already larger than its sole close
peer in the railroad engines business, Caterpillar Inc. (Cat) selling equipment and services to a global fleet of roughly
23,000 locomotives, Santana said.
The deal will add more offerings that can improve efficiency and safety for GE’s customers, which include Komatsu
Ltd and Rio Tinto PLC, as well as Wabtec’s client base which includes Siemens AG and Bombardier Inc.
Wabtec which has a market capitalization of $9.2 billion, manufactures equipment for locomotives, freight cars, and
passenger transit vehicles.
Flannery told GE shareholders late last year that he plans to pare GE down to three core businesses: power, aviation
and healthcare. This is a departure from the deal-driven empire building of his predecessors, Jeff Immelt and Jack
Welch. That should include GE getting rid of $20 billion in assets through sales, spin-offs or other means.
GE’s stock has lost about half its value in the last year, and the company has been working with activist hedge fund
Trian Fund Management LP, which sits on its board of directors, to turn the business around.
(Reported May 21, 2018 by Reuters)
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John Biehn’s Steam News
John Biehn’s Steam News
Courtesy of Jim Corbett

Courtesy of Jim Corbett

Joliet Rocket Back on Track...The Fort Wayne Railroad Historical Society is pleased to announce that ticket sales
for the Joliet Rocket have begun again for the general public and members. Round trips will depart Joliet, Illinois for
Chicago and return twice each day on September 15th and 16th. They will run over Metra's Rock Island Line. Tickets
can be purchased online at fortwaynerailroad.org or by phone at 1-888-718-4253. Ticket classes include: Deluxe Coach,
$139, Open Air Car, $200, First Class and Suites, $189, Dome Class, $249 and Executive Class, price to be determined.
Union Pacific Big Boy Update...Union Pacific Big Boy No. 4014 is about as disassembled as you can get and still be
counted as a locomotive. The wheels are out from underneath it-all 24 of them. The boiler is as empty as it has been
since ALCO built the 4-8-8-4 in 1941. The cab is in another part of the shop and resting near 4-8-4 No. 844. The tender,
not yet rebuilt, is sitting in the yard. But there are signs of progress everywhere at the Alamo of Steam. They are the kind
of signs that give confidence to the crew that is laboring so hard to see this done, the railroad that wants to see this behemoth completed as a goodwill ambassador, and the fans who have long dreamed of a Big Boy back in steam. The news
out of Cheyenne is this: The crew is working hard on multiple tasks to get the job done. They're sequestered in a "clean
room" machine shop, where computerized tools of today are bringing back the past. They're huddled around the gigantic
trailing truck frame that's been removed. They're perched in a lift on the side of the boiler. Respectively, they are making
bolts, inspecting the casting and welding. They're also deep inside the firebox, where the task of renewing metal is ongoing. It is relentless, exhausting and exhilarating work all at one time. But you can sense that this is a crew that is proud of
getting the 4-8-4 back on the road in 2016 and that is on the verge of something big, something that was always believed
to be too big to ever happen, too far out of reach, or just a silly dream. But dream no more. Throughout the shop, confidence is high that we'll see No. 4014 done in time to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Transcontinental Railroad in
May, 2019. That will be 60 years since a Big Boy last pulled revenue freight in regular service. It will be a cause of celebration among those who love steam the likes of which we've never seen before. Ed Dickens, the railroad's manager for
the restoration and the steam program in general, says the job is about 50 percent done. The focus is on the 300 psi boiler
that is the heart of this 7,000 horsepower giant of the rails. He estimates that 85 to 90 percent of the parts needed to restore the locomotive are on hand. Boxes of new staybolts of varying lengths await installation. The steam exhaust water
pump sits ready on a workbench. A Nathan lubricator shines in fresh gloss black having been overhauled. The much celebrated burner for oil firing is in the building. The crossheads are nearly done with machining. The brake stand has been
rebuilt. The list is a long and tedious one, but such is the way of steam locomotive restoration for the mainline on a stage
that only Union Pacific could provide. Only one highly visible part of the old No. 4014-the ash pans from the locomotive's coal burning days will go away with the conversion to oil firing. The time for taking parts off Big Boy has passed,
and the time for putting new or refurbished parts back on has arrived. That is extremely evident one track over from Big
Boy, where the front engine awaits wheels and a boiler: The front pilot has been renewed. Rebuilt cross-compound air
pumps are installed on the platform. Lubrication lines, soon to be covered up by the boiler, snake across the top of the
frame in all directions. Soon, the drivers with new tires and crank pins will return from rebuilding at the Strasburg Rail
Road. Workers will load the tubes and flues into the boiler. Reassembly will begin with thousands of parts ready to
breathe new life into this old friend. The railroad will run No. 844 only once this year on the Cheyenne Frontier Days
train in July so the crew can stay focused on the Big Boy. That is a small price to pay for a Big Boy back in steam.
The giant is coming back to life. (Special thanks to Jim Wrinn, Trains Magazine)
Eds. There is a feature article in the current “Trains” magazine with many photos showing the #4014’s progress.

White Pass No. 61 Update...The Stockton Locomotive Works is currently working to restore a locomotive
that spent over forty years in the Skagway River. The White Pass & Yukon No. 61 is a "hard case' by anyone's estimation. In Antonito, Colorado where the restoration is taking place, the boiler's thickness survey is in progress and the
amazing news is that thus far, the boiler shell calibrations check out ok, which means that for her original 180 psi operating pressure, the shell is thick enough and the engineering is clean. Firebox work is necessary as determined by ultrasound testing, but No. 61 has passed its first hurdle on her return to operation. Firebox sheet removal is already in process on the locomotive. Progress on the lead truck of the locomotive has been steady with reassembly coming soon.
White Pass & Yukon No. 61 was built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1900. The 2-8-0 was purchased new, retired in 1949 and placed as riprap along the Skagway River in 1949. It was pulled from the river in 1990
and eventually acquired by Stockton Locomotive Works in 2017.

(Continued on Page 15)
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(Steam News, Continued from Page 14)
Future Maine Steam...The Maine Narrow Gauge Railroad & Museum is dedicated to the preservation and operation
of Maine's two foot gauge railway equipment for the education and enjoyment pf the public. Visitors may tour the museum only or can purchase a train ticket which includes both a self-guided tour of the museum and a scenic waterfront train
ride in Portland, Maine. The museum will hold a steam fest May 19, to welcome back into service Bridgton & Saco River No. 7. Built in 1913 by Baldwin Locomotive Works, this 2-4-4 Forney has been undergoing restoration since 2007.
The museum is truly excited to have No. 7 back in service. The full restoration of this heritage steam locomotive speaks
volumes to the dedication and commitment of the volunteers, staff, and contractors who worked tirelessly over a decade.
For information concerning future No. 7 operations, go to https://mainenarrowgauge.org
Positive Train Control Grant...The Emery Rail Heritage Trust, Friends of the
261, and the Ft. Wayne Historical Society are pleased to announce $60,000 in grants to fund the development and implementation of Positive Train Control on two historic steam locomotives: Milwaukee Road No. 261 and Nickel Plate Road
No. 765. Each organization will receive $30,000 respectively to kick start their individual fundraising efforts in order to
cover the estimated $120,000 for the implementation. Individual donations are needed and can be made at
online 261.com/donate and fortwaynerailroad.org/donate Railroads have invested billions in the federally mandated PTC
technology, which is designed to automatically stop a train before certain accidents occur using an on-board computer
system that monitors the train's location, track data, routing, speed limits, and other factors. It is not a cure all for accident protection but a help in preventing some. In 2017, the FWRHS convened a gathering for several locomotive operators,
representatives from Class 1 and commuter railroads and the Trust to consider the mechanical implementations of the
safety system. From this meeting, the group determined that it was wholly feasible to adopt the technology to work on
individual locomotives and agreed to share the technical resources and systems and work with the Federal Railroad Administration on implementing this technology on historic equipment. "We are grateful to the Emery Rail Heritage Trust
for this very kind contribution. It will kick start the 261's effort to begin the process of designing and installing PTC on
261. We look forward to working with the Ft. Wayne group in sharing information on how best to solve this challenge
facing our non-profit groups," said Steve Sandberg, President &Chief Operating Officer of the Friends of the 261. Kelley Lynch of the Ft Wayne group also expressed gratitude to the Trust for its generous donation.
Locomotive 3713 Restoration Update...As the year 2018 is under way, here is a brief review of 2017 that had been
an exciting year in many respects for the restoration of "America's Locomotive," the Boston & Maine No. 3713. Looking back at 2017, great strides were made in the restoration of many of 3713's parts and also in fundraising to complete
the restoration. Locomotive 3713 is a 4-6-2 "Pacific" type steam locomotive The first half of 2017 saw progress on several of 3713's auxiliary appliances while the second half witnessed some very visible work on more noticeable parts of
the restoration. In September, work began when 3713 was wheeled over the drop table in the Steamtown back shop. Over
the course of two days, all three sets of drivers were carefully lowered from beneath the massive boiler. The drivers were
carefully prepped for shipment and loaded onto two low-boys bound for Strasburg. The Strasburg Rail Road was awarded the contract to refurbish the axles and crank pins on the driver sets. They will be Magna-fluxed while there. The tires
were found to be in excellent shape with a like new profile and thickness. They will not need any work. Attention was
then turned to 3713's tender body. In late October, Steamtown staff and volunteers worked to remove the cistern and coal
bunker structure from the tender frame. The whole piece was loaded onto a lowboy and shipped to Oak's Welding in
Ashland, Pa. The tender body was found to be too far gone to be salvageable. The coal bunker was also completely rotted
out along the bottom edges where coal sat for many years. Although the stoker only had a few salvageable pieces,
Steamtown should be able to piece a good one together from its boneyard. With the extent of rot the tender has experienced, Oak's Welding will use the old tender as a guide for a brand new, all welded replacement. Locomotive 3713's new
cistern will have an industrial grade coating on the inside to prevent corrosion. To preserve the visual integrity of the project, replica rivet heads will be welded on in exact locations. All of tender's original grabs, steps, and brackets are in good
shape and will be used on the new tender. The tender's frame appears to be sound. Once the wood planking, grease and
rust has been removed, it will be fully evaluated. Next up was the cab which was also found to be structurally deficient
for an operational locomotive. The original cab was prepped for a short trip to Hopkins Manufacturing Co and Technology in Factoryville, Pa. The original cab is being used as a pattern to build a faithful replica at the one man fabricating
shop. Finally, brand new pilot truck wheels and axles are being procured from ORX in Tipton, Pa. New bearings have
been purchased by Project 3713 for the pilot truck as well and they will be installed on the axles by ORX These new
developments represent major steps forward that were on the radar for several months, and have now materialized. The
National Park Service provided $654,000 in Alternative Transportation Funds to make these major improvements to
"America's Locomotive" possible. For more information concerning Boston & Maine 3713, go to www.project3713.com
(Thanks to Laurel Lined 3713 Special Edition)
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July 2018 Meeting Notice
The next regular meeting of the Cincinnati Railroad Club will be held at 7:30 PM July 5th at
Harmony Lodge, 646 E. Epworth Ave, Winton Place. Our Program will be presented by Charlie
Bogart titled Postcard images: “A trip over C&O from Cattletsburg to Cincinnati”..Should be good.
For more info go to www.cincinnatirailroadclub.org.
Will we lose the CARDINAL? Amtrak laid off the two ticket clerks at the Temporary station in
favor of “Contract” operators. The inconvenience of the Station and parking have cut down drastically on ridership. Also, who wants to board a train at 1:30 or 3:30 AM? CRRC Mike Weber had a
great letter in the ENQUIRER as to timing…why couldn’t they have at least waited until the Terminal is restored? To see the drop from a high of 287 trains a day to one is alarming.. JIM
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